
Series S4000 bridge Induction cooker hob

Dimensions 36" x 20 15/32"

Maintop Black ceramic glass

Edge bevelled edge

Installation overmount

overmount cut-out 33 55/64” x 19 19/64”

Power settings 9 settings plus powerboost

Commands 5 slider commands

Special functions Bridge function

T-chef function

 Pause and Recall

indipendent timer

Security security lock

residual heat light

overflow detection

Power

4 zones size 7x8” 1.900-2.200 W (3.400-3.900 Booster)

1 zone size 7x10” 2.400-2.800 W (5.000-5.800 Booster)

Technical requirments

Electrical supply 208-240 V 50/60Hz

Foster Induction hob

HIGHLIGHTS

Milano Induction Bridge - 7390 945

HIGHLIGHTS

kitchen appliances

Bevelled edge
Special slanting edge that gives 
a clean and elegant finish with 
both the installation methods 
(flush-mount and overmount). 

Recall
This feature allows you to call 
back the last settings selected 
in the previous cooking. 

Pause
Allows you to distract your 
attention from cooking, 
interrupting and restoring the 
settings immediately.

Full Safety System
Centralised power-off function; 
Child-proof safety lock; 
Residual heat warning lights. 
Safety System that turn off 
the hob in the absence of the 
pot; Overflow detector that 
automatically turns off the
plate in case of liquid overflow; 
Automatic deactivation to 
prevent accidents caused by 
forgetfulness.
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Extended cooking area  
The new hobs with Bridge function allow to associate two zones forming 
a single extended cooking zone for pots of large size, or for more than one 
cooking simultaneously, with maximum �exibility in pot positioning. With 
the additional Double Booster feature provided by all Bridge hobs, the 
exceptional 3700 W power can be concentrated on a single plate or made 
available uniformly over the enlarged area.

Features of Foster Bridge technology 
The innovative rectangular shape of Bridge induction plates provides maximum e�ciency over the entire cooking area. The possibility of dosing the entire 
power on individual plates or on the whole surface, allows the best performances both with pots of large and small size. Activation of the Bridge function is 
intuitive and straightforward: the entire area is then managed with a single Slider command.

New Bridge technology

PowerControl function allows the use of induction technology also in case of 
standard 3 kW domestic use. The maximum power can indeed be self-limited 
to the desired level to a minimum of 2.8 kW. Once the maximum power is 
set, we can forget about the absorbed energy because Foster induction hob 
will give us a warning about possible limitations, allowing to choose how to 
allocate the available energy. 
The hob can be easily reprogrammed at any time to modify or remove the 
power limit.

PowerControl

Built-in solutions
Induction and electric hobs can be installed either on the top or with the �ush-mount method, by creating a recess in the worktop the 
same depth as the thickness of the glass.

Bevelled edge
Special slanting edge (bevelled) that gives a clean and elegant �nish with both 
the installation methods (�ush-mount and top-mount) and perfectly matches 
the �at-edge sinks.

Vertical edge
The casing has a square edge that stands over the work surface by just 4 mm. 
The vertical ceramic-glass pro�le allows both top-mount and �ush-mount 
installation.

inset options for models with bevelled edges

inset options for models with vertical edges
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Slider control
The Slider control allows an 
extremely quick temperature 
setting: with a light touch of 
the finger you may select the 
desired power level on the 
TOUCH display. 

Extended cooking area
Bridge function allow to 
associate two zones forming 
a single extended cooking 
area for pots of large size, or 
for more than one cooking 
simultaneously, with maximum 
exibility in pot positioning. 

Powerboost
Booster function [P], which 
provides increased power to 
the selected plate. In particular, 
when it is activated, the plate 
works for ten minutes at a very 
highpower that allows to heat 
quickly large quantities of water.

T-chef 
Allows to set particular 
temperatures (melt 70°C/158°F, 
simmer 94°C/201°F) and keep 
them constant during cooking. 
Elaborate preparations can be 
easily obtained, with chef-like 
results. 
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kitchen appliances

Foster Induction hob
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DIMENSIONS

CUT OUT

33 55/64” X 19 19/64”

Milano Induction Bridge - 7390 945
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